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We organize language and cultural 
immersion trips to Spain for groups 
of students accompanied by their 
teachers.

These exciting trips take place year 
round and include Spanish immersion, 
cultural visits, activities, and so much 
more. 
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At Carlos V Education, we cherish each 
school’s distinctiveness and acknowledge 
the individual needs of their students. Through 
meticulous customization aligned with unique 
attributes and schedules, we proudly craft 
exceptional school trips that profoundly 
impact students’ lives.

Our approach is both simple and profound – 
we shape each itinerary with meticulous detail,
catering to specific interests, goals, and 
timelines. No two journeys are alike; we 
specialize in educational experiences that 
cater to diverse learning preferences. Whether 
it’s history, language, science, or art, our team 
designs each trip to mirror the school’s ethos 
and student aspirations.

From iconic landmarks to immersive workshops, 
our trips are more than journeys – they’re 
educational adventures. Every interaction, be 
it with artifacts, artisans, or speakers, ignites 
curiosity, creativity, and broader perspectives.

Tailor-Made
School Trips



Housing
and
Accommodation
We offer several housing options to our students. The 
accommodations we provide have been reviewed by 
our team of professionals to ensure that our students 
will be in a safe, comfortable environment with first rate 
facilities and amenities. Depending where you are you 
may choose from a collection of brand new student 
residences, hotels or homestays with full board included.

Moreover, we  have made very close ties with our 
places of residence to ensure the utmost confidence, 
professionalism and trust. We believe these are the most 
suitable housing options for our students in our effort to 
make them feel at home.



Any country is much more than just its most emblematic buildings, 
landmarks, and monuments, however impressive they may be. 
Participating in activities that make up the culture of a place is 
essential to the student experience. We include these opportunities in 
our programs.

How about learning some Flamenco dance steps, and the even more 
local “Sevillanos” with a native instructor, followed by an authentic 
show in an intimate local neighborhood theater? There is nothing quite 
like seeing all the ingredients that go into a dish you are going to enjoy, 
and help prepare it yourself, which is exactly what you will do as you 
cook up a “paella” with a local chef. And speaking of food, a trip to 
Spain is never complete without a “tapas night” as you will go bar to 
bar tasting some of the best food the country has to offer.

What about visiting an ancient castle, and actively participating in the 
life within it as you take part in a recreation with your expert local knight 
and his personal steward? And why not visit an olive farm where you 
can help plant local produce with the farmers. Sports? Soccer is king 
here so you might want to take in a local game during your stay, or 
perhaps take part in a match with Spanish students.

And they would be more than happy to learn about your favorite 
sports and take a few pointers. These are just some of the activities that 
can enhance your trip even more.

Immersion and
cultural activities



DESTINATIONSPAIN

seville
Seville became the doorway to the New 
World in 1492 and today is a World Heritage 
Site, and after Barcelona and Madrid, the 
most visited city in Spain. Students who 
really want to hear Spanish expressions 
used by locals have come to the right 
place.

Seville has almost year-round sunshine and 
is a walker or bikers paradise.

Temperatures are generally mild year-
round with very hot summers.

It is the epicenter of our company and our 
largest School Idiomas Carlos V which has 
been in operation since september 2014.



malaga madrid
Malaga is the heart of the world famous 
“Sun Coast” where travelers come from all 
over to discover its city streets and sights 
and while away the hours on its stunning 
beaches.

A city with a vibrant social life, you will 
have every opportunity to practice your 
Spanish with the friendly locals and enjoy 
walks along the extensive coastline and 
through the flower-filled, cobbled streets.

Our School Idiomas Carlos V Málaga 
provides a wide array of Language courses 
and hosts regularly groups of students 
and teachers in cultural and profesional 
programs.

Your trip to Spain will most likely take you 
first to its vibrant capital and its largest city. 
In Madrid, tradition, history, and modern 
life are around every corner. Madrid is 
a cosmopolitan city where you will find 
Spanish students from all over the world. 
The possibility to interact with people 
from different nationalities will enrich the 
experience.

It is a regular destination in our summer 
programs and tailor-made School trips.



    We have been in different groups 
and we have been able to socialize with 
so many different people and discover 
new things.

-Francesca 
Italy-

“ “

 It’s been amazing. I’ve had 
a wonderful time. I have traveled to 
many countries, and I’ve enjoyed this 
experience because I get to see it from the 
eyes of the kids.

-Rosa M. -
Spanish teacher (USA)-

“

“

 It was my first time in Spain.  
My impressions can be summarized 
just in one word: “Lovely”. Spanish 
people are beautiful, all super friendly 
and accessible.

-Daniela
Spanish teacher (Italy)-

“

“

    I am really enjoying it here. I am 
meeting friends from everywhere and 
its so fun…

-Theodore
 Austria-

“ “

        I really liked the Spanish class that 
we had... very pleasant and fun.

-Vicktor
 France-

“ “      I had a lot of fun and the teachers 
know a lot about Sevilla, so it was 
really great.

-Anjuli
 USA-

“ “

“I was in this Spanish Immersion Program 
last summer in Sevilla. I had  great and nice 
teachers. We all learnt lots of new things.”

“I have no clue of Spanish language, but 
I learnt a lot during the Spanish Immersion 
Program in Madrid. I want to learn more 
from now on.”

“I made a lot of friends in Málaga, knew 
great people there. We still keep in touch 
through social media. I miss Málaga, I had 
a nice time there.”

“The classes in Seville were really interesting 
and pleasant, we also visited wonderful 
places, as Cádiz and Córdoba.”

- Beatrice, Italy - - Joanna, Germany -

- Anna, Poland -- Ildikó, Hungary -
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